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Nuclear Test Monitoring/ Infra.souncVatmospheric explosions underground explosions/ ionospheric
petirbations/
ionospheric hf sounding/ U.S. Department of Energy/ infrasound duct/
The U.S. DOE spnsored research investigating atmospheric infrasound as a means of detecting both
atmospheric and underground nuclear tests. Various detection schemes were examined and were found to
be effective for different situations. It has been discovered that an enhanced sensitivity is realizable for the
very lowest frequency disturbances by detecting the infrasound at the top of the atmosphere using radio
sound techniques. These techniques are compared to more traditional measurement schemes.
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1.

History

of

Jnfrasound/Acoustic

Monitoring

Since 1979 the UNted States Department of Energy (DOE) has carried out a researeh md
development progranl exmnining the utility of various “atznosp.henc methods” for the
detection and monitoring of nuc’ear explosions. “Atinospheric methods” are detection
[eehnologies which sense the disturbances in the air which result from an atmospheric
PY- ,osion ~d/or the ground motion above a nuclear explosion buried in the ground. l%is
.. ~rk was motivated by the underskmding in 1979 tha~ for a comprehensive test ban,
there would be many problems that seismic monitoring atone would not be able to
address (in particular various evasion scenarios). ‘i%ere was also the desire to seek out
other detection methodologies to fulfill the generally accepted idea that dual
phenomenology should yield more information than any single phenomena.
From 1979 to 1989 the DOE followed two iines of research for underground nuclear
explosions each developing a somewhat different detection scheme with sensitivity to
different aspects of essentmlly the sarnc phenomenon, that is the atmospheric pressure
perturbations arising from the motion of the ground surke above a contained explosion.
The A’ear lnjkwound
Technique concentrated on the deteetion of signals in the
frequency range of 10 to 0.1 Hertz at distances of several hundred kilometers away from
ground zero, while the Ionospheric
Monitoring
Technique
utilized radio wave
sounding methods to deteet disturbances in the ionosphere 100 to 150 kilometers in the
atmosphere above un underground nuclear explosion. Over this ten year period the DOE
demonstrated a capability to utilize these methods to detezt and discriminate underground
nuclear explosions. From 1990 through 1994, the DOE executed a program looking at a
d?tection scheme which emphasized VeIYdistant det@ion of atmospheric explosions in
anticipation of a CTWNFT monitoring regime. This teehnique called ROSTER (for
Remotely Observed Signatures of Therrnospheric Energy Releases) looks at the Fur
fnfmsound
(0.001 Hz to 0.1 Hz) utilizing transionospheric vhf radio waves [o probe
the high-ahitude side of the atmospheric infrasound duct.
The Near Infraaound Technique for detecting underground
nuciear
grew out of the U.S. experience
with infraaound detection of atmospheric
explosions uti!ized durhg the 1960s and 1970s. This method wos very successful at
deteeting iarge (megaton class) explosions tit great distances. Over this twenty year
period, srveral infrasound networks were in operation. At one time the U.S. Department
of Defense operated 20 infrasound stations worldwide. As a result of this experience there
is u significant data base of detections, Theoretical rela[ions for dtitermining yield as a
expiosiorts
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function of amplitude, distance and perial have also been developed, and backgrounds and
noise have been thoroughly studied.
The Ionospheric
Mo@oring
Technique for detecting underground
nuclear
explosions was fmt suggested by Louis Wouters (a staff scientist at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), who performed some initial fret-look calculations in
1977. He was motivated by some very poorly understood but very dramatic
measurements of ionospheric disturbances lesulting from atmospheric nuclear explosions
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. A DOE-sponsored joint Los Alamos, Livermore, and
Sandia researeh program investigating ionospheric disturbances from undergrmmd nucleu
explosions was undertaken as a result of Wou/ers’ investigation. This progmm
investigated the various methcds of detecting and measuring ionospheric disturbances
resulting from earthquakes, atmospheric explosicms and underground nuclear explosions.
Datm was gathered from more than 50 underground explosions, several atmospheric
kiloton class conventional explosive tests and s number of earthquakes over a period ot
ten years from 1979 to 1989.
The ROSTER program grew out of the reali~ation that enhanced sermtivity
methods for detecting atmospheric explosions would & useful for a CTB regime. Our
experience with the Ionospheri~ Monitoring taught us that the upper atrm~sphere was
extremely quiet in the far infrasound regicm which, tour’ d with the amplification of
signals from the ground, should yield an extremely good signal-to-noise ratio. Several
years of measuring various soumes of acoustic signals wi{b the metnod has demonstrated
a sensitivity threshold of a hundred or so (100-150) tons HE equivalent at 3iXNl km.

2.

Basic

Phenomenology

2.1. UNDERGROUND

NUCLEAR

TESTS

Atmospheric signals from underground nuclear explosions result from the movwnent of
the ground surface immediately above a buried explosion when the initial shockwave
arrives at the surface. The most coherent part of this surface ground motion occurs
wittm, a few seconds of the underground explosion when the compressional shockwave
generated in the ground amives at the ground-air interface. The ground surface is rnovcd
upwards violently as the shockwave attempts to carry energy into the air across this
ground-air interface. The extreme difference in density between the two media presents a
very large effective impedance mismatch [o this wave motion. lle wave is therefore
priinar]ly
refkted back into [he ground giving rise to the reflected seismic wave (the Pp
wave so often observed in seismic signals from underground nuclear explosions. ) The
interaction oi the reflected wave and tlw incident wove causes a rupturing of the ground
freeing a significant piece of earth to fly freely upward accelerated by the trapped wave
energy within this so-called spalled region. This spalled earth can travel upwards on the
order of a meter or so (at accelerations in excess of I G) Lfore falling backward under the
force of gravity to come cmshing down upon the earth, ‘l’he ground motion and the
induced air pressure perturbations have a relatively complex lime behavior. The phasing
of the initial span surface molicm results in a well-focused, weak air shock wave directed
straight up into the atmosphere, The half power points of this focused beam arc about
27 degrees apti (each side 13.5 degrees away from the vertical). There UC weaker side-
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loks which pesmit energy to be directed at much shallower angles away horn tk vemkd
direction. The slap-down of the spalled region also Causes significmt reverberations in
the ground surface leading to less coherent rumblings in the air which aJe rwhated more or
les~j isotropically.
The two dektion me(lsodrslogies utilizing these low frequencir,:. disturbance in the
atmosphere as stated above have come to be known as Near Injitasound an,l
lonosph~r~c
Monitorin ~.
The Near Infrasound technique detects the signal which is projected into the sidelobes of the primary acoustic disturbance crea:d by the grind motion. Early experiences
from uti]izing very large atmospheric nuclear explosions as a source for infmsound
demonstrated that nw tidsd acoustic gravity modes were excited by such explosions
(figure 1). These ultra low frequency waves traveled all the way around the world. The
explosion also generated Q newly isotropic shcckwave which was detectable at many
hundreds to many thousands of Icilometem from the explosion, Figure 2 shows the sound
paths followed by dIesc waves as they propagated up into the high atmosphere asld were
returned to the ground only to b reflected back upwards and continue around the world.
llsese waves are ducted between the earth’s surf= and the high-altitude t.hmmocline where
the atmospheric temperature rises very rapidly yielding a corresponding increase in the
sound speed. The explosion pn+uces a near] y isotropic disturbance which propagates intc
all possible inclination angles; the entire space in the duct was, in fac~, filled with the
signal as it Ixmnced between the ground and the thesmmcline. Unlike the atmospheric
explosion generated wave the ground mo[ion signal is not isotropically generated. With
the wave focused vertically only a small pmtion of the air fressure perturbations travel
out at lower elevation angles eventually moving up into the atmosphere as shown in
figure 2 and returning 10 the ground in a like manner. As they are weaker than the
atmospheric explosinn c~se, the low elevation angle waves experience less period
stretching to lower frequency, and will therefore not lx as easily detected at many bounces
fr~m the source region. The refraction wcurs in any region in wb~ch the effective sound
speed exceeds the sound speed on the ground. lb
can be caused by winds aloft in ~~e 50
to 60 kilometer altitude region of the atmosphere or, if there are no such winds, when the
waves arrive at the thetmocline 100 kilometers in altitude. The perturbation ravels back
to the ground and fills the duct in a similar manner to that described above for the caw of
an atmospheric explosion.
The Ionospheric Monitoring research has concentrated on de!ecting the weak air
shcwkwave (over pressure of 0.01 Yo)which M launched straight up above the underground
explcsion. This disturbance travels upwards into an increasingly more rarefied
atmosphere. Conservation of energy leads to an ever increasing wave amplitude as less
and less material is moved by [he same amount of energy. This amplification is more
ihan sufficient to compensate for the minor frictional dissipation. By Lhe time [his
disturbance an-ives at the ionosphere, some eight minutes after slapdown, it has become a
10% pressure perturbation and spreads some 100 kilometers across the sky. The detection
scheme for this physically large disturbance involves sending radio waves through the
dismrhed ionosphere with transmitters and receivem on the ground anrUor in space.
Standard radar analysis yields easily interpretable signals. The pressure perturbation in mc
air coupling to the ionospheric ele-mms results in phase changes in the radiowaves
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Dopplei in radar parlance) which are directly interpretable in terms of the originsd source
at the ground.

2.2.

ATMOSPHERIC

IWJCLFAR TESTS AND FAR INFRASOUND

A relatively low-yield atmospheric nuclear test (less than 20 kilotons) dues not create an
appreciable atmospheric tidal dismrbance but does gtrterate a strong atmospheric
shockwave. As this shmkwave travels away from the source, it experiences a nonlinear
stretching which results in the signal movirg 10 lower and lower tiwqucncy. This
infrasonic distu.rtxmce. al sufficient distance from the source. fi!ls the acoustic J~ct
between the surface of the earth ~d the high altitude (10150
km) thcrmocline. At
distances greater than l(K)O km. it bxomes a far idlasound signal typically in the range
of 0.001 to O I Hz. The standzr,l n~ethod cf detecting this signal is shown sdwnatically
in figure 3. An array of sev~r~ .nicrobaragmphs (sensmve to far infrasound) is
appropriately
spaced 011the grim+
(a 1 the verticm of a square approximately
1 19n on a
side) to detect the amplitllde and trace velocity of the disMxmce.
Combi~hg the
information from threE station. y;ekis a location by triangulation. l%is momtoring
scheme is currently being considem.d by the Conferxrcc on Disarmament for inclusion in
an International Monitoring System. Commercially-available
instrumentation comkined
with the noise backgrounds at the e@hs surface due to winds permits a detecticm
threshold of I kilo[on HE quivah nt 2La distance between 20CK)-3000 km which will be
dependent on the immediate noise environment of spaific stations. l?re limiting factor is
signal-to-noise wher than detector sensitivity. Some careful considera~on will be
required when placing these sensors in a windy marine environment. &we emphasize
above ltrere has been .:ydicant
experience det=ting high-yield atmospheric tests with
this dtilection medrod.
Figure 4 is a schematic representation of the ROSTER tahnique for detecting far
infrasound frc.n atmospheric nuclear explosions. his scheme utilizes very high
frequency radio waves to probe the upper side of the accustic duct rather than
micrchmgraphs
on the grO’Md. f,t first look this may seem very complicated but it
yields a sigrifican[ efihamwnent in sensitivity because the natural noise background in
the far infrmound frquen cy region is so much less relative to the signal strength. The
infrasound signal in the air modulales the density of electrons in the ionosphere as it
mmiulates the air densi’y. A radio wave passing through the region e~[~r;er ces a phweshift wlicti is directly proportior,al to the chrmge in electron density integrated along the
path of the radiowave. Several radiowaves passing through the region can sample the
wave proper-ties jus~ as a nlicrobamgraph array on the ground samples tie wave properties.
The DCU3program has perfommd experiments to demorlstrate the sensitivity of this
technique by p!acing au array of four radio receivers on the ground with spacings of
several kilometers. Satellites such as ATS-5 and GOES have steady vhf beacons which
serve as the LiansmlUer source. One four-slation pod on lhe ground can track two
satellites a! different locations ir, the sky and crea!e effectively two four-element arrays in
the upper atmosphere as shown in figure 4. TIE sensitivity of this technique is such that
18 appropriate]v placed stations COU!C!
monitor the world with a 1 kilo[on threshold.
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Figure 4 A schematic representation of the ROSTER scheme for detecting far
infrasound at the top of the waveguide.
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3.

The

DOE

Atmoaphcric

Monitoring

Research

Prugram

l%e Departrnenl of Erwxgy developed very sensitive detection schefa both Near
Infraaound and Ionospheric Mou~tosing over several years of research using
underground tests at the Nevada Test Site as the ~
of the dishmbmces. Intheeascof
Ionosphcrie Monitoring this resweh effort developed an inherently =tive technique
and demonstmted conclusively that kiloton elms and larger mkrground
nuclear
explosions could be routinely detected by ionospheric techniques a[ distances up to 3009
kilometms. The phenomenology is well documented and could be utdiaxi for monitoring
if the appropriate circumstances misc. While we do not believe lhat it is economically
justifiable to utilize this Mm.ique in a worldwide monitoring regime. there are
circumstances ;n which important and unique data may be obtained utilizing the method.
llw DOE has supportd a small res-arch program, EDIT fExphion
Discrimination with
~cnospheric ~echniques) over the last two years to dekmnine if the vast experim
gained
from this ionospheric researeh program might be Wplid to the special problem of
discriminating quan-y blasts from underground explosions in particularly troublesome
areas. Figure 5 illustrates the various ionospheric radar sounding metheds thaf were
utilized fe-- the researeh program Tlmse included vertiea! ionosondes, vetical and
bistatics phase sounding and Over-the-Horizon radars. Table 1 summarizes tie results of
the researeh pm-.

Figure 5. A schematic presentation of tlie w.rious radar and radio experiments
performed by the DOE to develop the deteetion of !he ionospheric prompt
dimu-bance from underground nuclear explosions. The Wide Ape~re Radar
Facility (WARF) and the White House Radar Facility demonstrated detrXion of
underground explosions at the Nevada Test Site from regional (>2000 km)
distances.
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Develo&d discrimination dmiqlm
betwem e.mdquakes, surfme
explosions and UGTs.
tkvefopd
effective discrimination techniques between signals and noise
Proved Km exwnsile for general utilization at regional distances,
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detection of Underground

tests al regional and continental

akhough application to the special problem of detating

quwy

blasts

In a like manner the IX3E Near Infrasound research program demonstrated
&&ction of underground nuclear explosions at regional distances by examining the
signals from more than W undergrcnrnd tests at the Nevada Test Site. It also gathered data
of near inbsound signafs at regional distances from large earthquakes. l?te progmrn
pursued kkground
and noise rduction studies as well as exam” fig the impact of high
altitude winds on signal strength. It was discovered that the signal amplitude could be
corrected or normalized from standard high altitude wind models to achieve a reproducible
signal amplitude which then made it possible to not only detect signals from underground
nuclear explmions but 10 extract a measure of explosive yield from this data- The
complex ductir. g of the signafs between the thermocline and the earih requirsd lhe use of
signal propagation models lo properly deduce the origin of the signafs. These
propagation models were developed and their utility was demonsmed
for the case of
Nevada Test Site explosions. The results of the resarch effort are summarized in table 2.
If an infrasound system should be deployed by an international monitoring system for
purposes of deted.ing atmospheric nuclear explosions we feel that there will be some dual
phermmenology gain from monitoring underground tests as well.

●

.
*
.
.

TABJ.E 2. ~
tie DOE Near ~
Demonstrated detection of mderground explosions at regional distances on
more that 60 tests.
Carried out back~ound and noise reduction studies.
Derived wind normalization for amplitude co~tion.
Demonsuated appropriate propagation mcdels.
.
.
Coll~
SC. of US
from ~kes.

The DOE Far Infrasound research program has examined the utility of the ROSTER
technique for application to the (XE monitormg probiem. Although large sca!e
impulsive erw. gy releases in the atmosphere with sufficient size to test the ideas are
uncommon, we have had very encouraging results on a few near-kiloton-size, high
e~plosive effects tests performed at White Sands, New Mexico. We have taken many
hours of background data for characterization of noise during both daytime and nighttime.
We have had no opportunity to gather empirical data for nighttime operation but can scale
the sensitivity from daytime data. History may have overtaken this research in the sense
that the CD negotiations are currently underway and there remain many open questions of
operational feasibility as well as overall sensitivity of a potential global monitoring
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sys[em. Worldwide coverage would require either a system of satelii[e transrnitta m
receivers as well. As a rcsulL the DOE is currently turning its research to the immediate
problems concerning the configuration of an intamadcd
infrasound moni[onng system
We are *veloping system m.cxkls
utilizing arrays of microphones and micr&amgm@s.
which will aid in the design and eventual testing of such a system. Our capabilides will
includr infmsound propagation mockls with amplihide and freqwncy scaling for dismnce
and sim of source, and we will deterrnioe th effectiveness of various systems
configurations against potential evasion scenarios. We are also investigating the
proposed poten[ial of existing seismic arrays as infrasound detection systems. The DOE
wi]] also be examining its existing experimental infrasound stations for eventual
incorporation inlo an international monitoring system.

4.

lmplicaticms

for a Comprehensive

Test

Ban regime

Far infrasound (O.1 Hz to O.(K)] Hz) in contrast to near infrasound (10 Hz [o 0. I Hz) has
demonstrated applicability for monimring for atmospheric nude-a explosions at distances
in excess of I000 kilometers. llw near infrasound is more effective within lfMO
kiloinelers. The dependence of frequency upon distana from the source results from the
nonlinear stretching of strong acoustic sigmds. Combining both near and fcr infrasound
detec[ion within a single system provides better spatial coverage and extends infrasmmd
utility 10 underground tests as well as atmospheric tests giving such a syslem broader
monitoring scope. As a pal of an International Monitoring Systsm, infrasound could
provide a completely independent indication of the occurrence of an explosion. When
compared to radionuclide monitoring, it provides detection rapidly and it is capable of
reporting within hours rather than days. This may allow selected radionuclide sensors to
be in[cgra[ed in real [irne after an infrasound detection. 1[ also provides a mcderate
Iocmion accuracy. In addition i[ also provides a detection technology which is
complimenmry m seismic and hydroacoustic systems for a n,qmber of evasion scenarios.
This emphasizes the u[ility of infrasound measurements within the context of a CTBT
The cost and simplicity of such a detection system makes it appropriate for any country
to build, field and operate as distributed pans of a worldwide regime.
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